Although the conformation of a protein is considered largely fixed in crystal, it fluctuates amply in solution among ensembles of conformers differing in partial molar volume. Applying pressure causes a shift of equilibrium among conformers so that the system reaches a new equilibrium in which the population of a lower volume conformer is favored over a larger volume conformer. Because of the nearly parallel relationship between the conformational order of a protein and its partial molar volume, a less ordered (= higher energy) conformer has a lower volume than that of the stable, basic folded conformer. We apply variable pressure NMR to detect and analyze structures of these higher energy conformers in proteins. We find a number of alternate structures in various proteins, which have hitherto been overlooked spectroscopically. These structures differ from the stable, basic folded ones, often in regions of the molecule where the binding with a ligand or with other macromolecules takes place. These findings have led us to a new dynamic view of proteins such that proteins in solution fluctuates among multiple conformations, which are required for function. Furthermore, we have developed a notion that atom defects or cavities are major sources of conformational fluctuation leading to multiple conformations.
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によって与えられる(subscript 0 は一気圧での値で あることを意味する) [15] 。今，isothermal 実験で問 題となるのは，圧力変数 p が関係する右辺の第 4(p 
